Student art show features thesis work of 3 seniors

The artistic works of Arts seniors James Coenen, Marcia Houz and Susan Vecchio are featured in a student art show in the Fine Arts Gallery through May 15.

The three Department of Fine Arts majors are presenting more than 50 ceramics, prints and drawings as their senior thesis. Coenen is presenting ceramics; Houz, drawings; and Vecchio, prints.

The exhibit is free and open to the public. Gallery hours are 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through Saturday and noon to 4 p.m. on Sunday.

The gallery is located on the second floor of the Fine Arts Building.

Marcia Houz, left, checks her plant form drawing before putting the glaze part of the frame on it. Above, Jim Coenen and John Thein, lecturer in Fine Arts, discuss the glazes on Coenen's pottery before setting up the senior show.

Pottery in the form of vases, eggs, cups and pots waits to be placed in the senior show. Below, right, Sue Vecchio prints one of her intaglio self-portraits. Her part of the show consists of several of the intaglio prints and silk screen prints.
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